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Abstract
Thousands of students take the decision that will have the significant impact on the rest of
their live. This decision will affect their career, earnings, and professional development. A
university website is the first impression to represent university reputation.
This project highlights the making process of the responsive university webpage by using
WordPress Content Management System. As the use of technology by the current and next
generation of students as well as their parents continues to grow, universities will need to
utilize better, responsive and more easily navigable websites. An alumni registration form
is also included on the university website to get the information of the student.
The website designed by using WordPress Content Management System. WordPress is the
most popular, free, search engine optimizer, user-friendly and open source content
management system (CMS) which established on PHP and MySQL database. An alumni
registration form is also included on the University website.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The purpose of the project was to design and develop the university website which plays
the important and efficient role to take the decision to consider any specific university. It
will highlight the need for universities to have attractive, user-friendly and clear
information to understand the university’s programs, course offerings, faculty, location,
scholarship and relevant accreditations.
Custom CMS or Content Management System is the best option to design the university
website. The Content Management System(CMS) has become the most efficient and
powerful website application development tools since PHP. The WordPress Content
Management System (CMS) has a web application development tool that uses a MySQL
as the database in the cPanel interface.
The most important things why choose the custom CMS platform is given below:



Content Management System is usually the best solution for the university website
design.
Anyone can update or edit the website on his own requirement with small skill.

Figure 1.1: Web Development Application
1

Content Management System WordPress gives the opportunities for the number of large
and small organizations to update, edit the content of the website. By using any WordPress
theme, a web developer can easily modify or edit the appearance of the website and add
functionalities as when needed without facing any issues.
WordPress CMS has own self-contained system and does not need any type of HTML code
editing software. WordPress is very clean and simple which is very much useful for search
engine optimization in the website. To extend the functionality a Web Application
Developer can use WordPress plugins as the requirement.

Figure 1.2: Content Management System

1.1 Goals of the project
Websites have become methods of information sharing and interactivity through the
worldwide using the internets. By implementation of the university website project, we try
to provide the Web Developer with the ability to design website pages on the internet.




User control and freedom.
Aesthetic or creative design.
Responsive convenient or user-friendly website.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
Web application development is the most important aspects of worldwide presence for any
type of business through the internet. Website development is the way to make people
aware of the service, brand and/or products of any kinds of business organizations.
People can understand the brand, product and service which are relevant and even the
necessary information for them to purchase or use. Representing the information or service
with high-resolution images, data, presentation and information will have to create a large
impact on the website visitors or traffic.

Figure 2.1: Responsive Website Development

2.1 Web Application Development
The web application development is an application program which is stored data or
information on the remote access server and delivered the information over the internet
through the browser interface.
3

2.1.1 Mobile web applications
The Mobile application is a used to stand for the process by which a mobile application is
prepared for mobile devices.

Figure 2.2: Mobile Apps Development

2.2 Content Management System
The Content Management System or CMS is an application which supports creating,
editing, organizing, update and publishing content, using the web browser on a smartphone,
tablet, laptop or personal computer.
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Figure 2.3: Content Management Systems
Different types of Content Management System (CMS):
The most popular open source or freeware Content Management System (CMS) are:





WordPress
Joomla
Drupal
Magento

The content management system(CMS) has two elements. They are given below:


Content Management Application (CMA)



Content Delivery Application (CDA)

Content Management Application is the method for the front-end user which interface
allows the user to add, edit, update and remove content from the website.
Content Delivery Application (CDA) organizes the information or content and updates
the data on the website.

2.2.1 Advantages and disadvantages of Content Management System
(CMS)
Advantages of Content Management System (CMS)




User-friendly interface
Quick formation
Developer and community support
5






Ease of maintenance, including updates
Cost-efficient, especially with the out-the-box solutions, open source or free
Extendable functionality, through the large number of plugins, add-ons and
extensions
Search Engine Optimization(SEO) friendly features

Figure 2.4: Advantages of CMS

Disadvantages of Content Management System (CMS)




Sometimes there may be hidden costs such as implementation, customization,
support or training related issue.
People may need the server resources for different types of Content Management
System (CMS).
People will need to apply for the regular updates and patches to make sure the
website is secure and safe.

2.3WordPress
WordPress is a freeware open source content management system (CMS) which developed
on PHP and MySQL database. WordPress CMS has to be uploaded or installed on the
website hosting server by using the cPanel interface.
6

WordPress Content Management System has an own web template interface system.
WordPress CMS users install or upload the theme which gives a user to change the outside
look as creative or attractive and functionalities of the website without using HTML code
or website content.

Figure 2.5: WordPress Website Design Process
WordPress plugin allows the user to increase the features or functionalities of the
WordPress website. Most of the popular plugins are available in WordPress CMS interface.
Many third parties offer paid plugins can be purchased from their own websites to increase
the functionalities.
2.3.1 Features of WordPress CMS








WordPress is open source as in freedom.
WordPress is easy to customize for any people.
WordPress is expandable by using different types of themes and plugins.
WordPress has search engine optimization friendly feature.
WordPress is very easy to manage and handle.
WordPress has the safe and secure interface.
WordPress can handle different types of media feature.
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Figure 2.6: WordPress Development
The Advantages of WordPress CMS






Responsive and user-friendly to all electric device.
Versatile Design: WordPress website can help to represent the brand and share it
with the worldwide through the internet.
Easy to use and manage: WordPress CMS allows a Web Developer to choose a
theme and then start uploading, importing, inserting content such as images, copy,
and blog posts.
No HTML code required
Website is 100% customized

The Disadvantages of WordPress CMS










Unsecured for login
Provide incomplete and inconsistent the documentation of theme and plugin
MySQL as a database
Scalability issues with the data model
PHP version related problems
User-generated content
Automatic upgrade feature
Incompatible with the web application development tools
Too much expensive paid themes and plugins
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Using WordPress Content Management System application, a developer can design their
own website pages very easily and with minimum technical knowledge. It eliminates the
need for writing long lines of codes, getting entangled in error fixing the process.

Figure 3.1: A University Website Design Flow Chart
To finish the project, Word Press Premium Divi theme is using. Nowadays Divi theme is
the best themes for website design.
The feature of Divi theme is given below:









Real-Time design which updated the design of website pages.
The customizable element which helps to adjust the font, colors, sizing, spacing
and custom CSS.
Premade some layouts
Drag and drop option which is used by the Divi builder.
Just click & type options
46 content elements
Import & Export option
In-line Editing option

Figure 3.2: Header of the website
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In the header section, menu position is centered align. The logo of the university is in the
centered position. At the top bar of the menu area, mobile number and mail address are
placed.

Figure 3.3: Footer of the website

In the footer section, four columns have stayed. In the first column of footer area university
logo is placed. Social media link with the icon stays in the fourth column. Important links
are given in the third section of the footer. The address is given in the third column of the
footer area.

Figure 3.4: Diagram of webpages
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Homepage
The animated slider is representing the university facilities and features. People can get
main information from the homepage.

Figure 3.5: Animated Slider section of the home page

Figure 3.6: About Us page
About us, the page has four animated buttons which are linked by their required pages.
Pages are:



UIU Campus,
Offices,
11




General Information and
Vision, Mission & Goals.

Figure 3.7: Offices page
Offices page have four animated buttons which are linked by their required pages. Pages
are:





Admission office,
Office of the registrar,
Career Counseling Center
Library
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Figure 3.8: Authorities Page
Offices page have four animated buttons which are linked by their required pages. Pages
are:





Chairman,
Vice Chancellor,
Pro Vice-Chancellor
Treasurer
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Figure 3.9: Chairman Page
Chairman page has the message and picture of the chairman.
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Figure 3.10: Vice Chancellor Page
Vice Chancellor Page has the message, profile, and picture of the Vice Chancellor.
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Figure 3.11: Pro Vice Chancellor Page
Pro Vice-Chancellor Page has the message, profile, and picture of the Pro Vice-Chancellor.
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Figure 3.12: Treasurer Page
Treasurer Page has the message, profile, and picture of the treasurer.
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Figure 3.13: Admission Page
Admission page has four animated buttons which are linked by their required pages.
Pages are:





UIU Campus,
Offices,
General Information
Vision, mission & goals
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Figure 3.14: UIU Campus page
University campus-related information is given in the UIU Campus page.
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Figure 3.15: Offices page
Offices page has four animated buttons which are linked by their required pages. Pages
are:

Admission Office

Offices of the register

Career counseling center

Library

Figure 3.16: Admission Office page
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Figure 3.17: Office of the Register page
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Figure 3.18: Career Counseling Center Page
Career Counseling Center Page has some information which is Internship Placement, Job
Placement and Job Search and Alumni Association.
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Figure 3.19: Library Page
Library Page has university library related information.
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Figure 3.20: General Information Page
General information page has information about the united international university and
united group.
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Figure 3.21: Vision, Mission & Goals page
Vision, Mission & Goals page has the details of vision, mission, and goals of the
university.

Figure 3.22: Academics Page
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Academics Page have four animated buttons which are linked by their required pages.
Pages are:





Academic information and policies
Faculty Guidelines,
Student Guidelines
Grading & performance evaluation

Figure 3.23: Academic information and policies Page
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Academic information and policies page has the information about Registration, Late
Registration and Add-Drop of Courses, Students’ Advising and department.
Faculty guideline page has the information of Guidelines for Faculty Members to maintain
the quality and standard of teaching.
Student guideline page has the information of Guidelines for Faculty Members to maintain
the quality and standard of teaching.

Figure 3.24: Grading Performance & Evaluation page
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Grading Performance & Evaluation page has the information of Grading System and
policies, Calculation of GPA/CGPA.

Figure 3.25: Research Page
In the research page, people can know the research-related information they are: Research
proposals and budget.
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Figure 3.26: Conference page
Upcoming conference and past conference are news type post on the conference page.
These posts are published with title, description, and date.
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At the right-sidebar, event and latest news are posted in the section. Also, a calendar is
included in the sidebar.

Figure 3.27: Alumni Page
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An alumni form has some field which is connected to the WordPress content management
system. We find this information in excel format which is very much user friendly for a
user.
Alumni form Fields are given below:
o UIU ID
o Convocation Attended
o Degree Awarded
o Department/School/Institute
o Full Name
o CGPA
o Gender
o Email Address
o Cell Number
o Land Phone Number
o Address
o Blood Group
o Employment Status
ARForms plugin is the form builder plugin which is using to create the alumni form.
The feature of ARForms plugin is given below:














Great form entries analysis charts
Conditional laws which use advanced forms
Unique live form styling facility
Support multiple user input field elements
Quick and easy form builder which have the facility to easily drag and drop
Fancy checkbox and radio button with different color options
Bootstrap style Prefix/Suffix font awesome icons can be used to the input box
Google font support
Export information form data
Instant preview option
Quick form duplicator option
Fully customizable by using form styling tool.
Different ways to create form.
o – popup
o – widget
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Figure 3.28: Media Page

Media page has an album which is made by Unite Gallery Plugin. In the album, the zoom
function is enabled.
Unite Gallery Plugin Features is given below:






Media Lightbox
Gallery parts can be controlled by the touch.
Zooming Effect – The gallery has the unique zoom effect that could be applied to
buttons, mouse wheel or pinch gesture on the touch-enabled devices.
Skinnable – Allow to change the skin with ease in different CSS.
Category tabs functionality
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Figure 3.29: Contact Us page
Contact us page has a google map of the university location. A contact form is also included
in the contact us page. A right-side bar section is also including which have campus
address.
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Contact us form included in these filed which are given below:
 Name
 Email
 Subject
 Message
 Captcha

Features


Application installation is not required; the user accesses the application on the
website. WordPress plug-in installation may be required.



Updates and upgrades to newer versions are automatically apply.



Any computer with the internet connection can become an access point to an
application, no matter what operating system is installed on the computer.

 The risk of viral infection is mostly decreasing when runs the application on the
website instead of an executable option.

3.1External Interface Requirements

Hardware Interfaces
TCP/IP is the reliable connection-oriented protocol which allows byte streaming
originating on the personal computer to deliver without any types of error data on any other
personal computer between the two different networks.

Figure 3.30: TCP/IP Connection
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Transmission control protocol is fragmenting the incoming byte stream into the discrete
data or message and parses each one on to the internet layer. At the destination port, the
receiving TCP process is reassembling the message into the output stream.

TCP protocol also is handling the flow control to make sure the fast sender cannot swamp
a slow receiver with the message than it can handle.

User Interfaces
A dashboard is provided to the Web Developer for development of web pages.

Figure 3.31: WordPress Dashboard
cPanel Interface
The cPanel is a virtual Linux-based website hosting control panel system which provides
the graphical interface mode for hosting the website. cPanel utilizes the 3-tier structure
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which provides the ability for the administrator, reseller, and end-user website proprietors
to control the different parts of website and server administration through the website
browser.

The Graphical User Interface (GUI), cPanel has the command line interface (CLI) and
Application Program Interface (API) based access which permits third-party software
merchants, website hosting companies or organizations, and developers to configure the
standard system administration process.

Also, the Application-based support which includes Apache, PHP, MySQL, and Perl.
cPanel is accessed by the port 2083 via https. Email related support includes POP3, IMAP,
and SMTP service.

Figure 3.32: cPanel Interface

Once installed, the cPanel cannot be easily removed. cPanel's FAQ states that the best way
to uninstall cPanel is by regenerating the server. However, uninstall guides are available
online for expert server administrators who do not want to regenerate the server. Similarly,
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cPanel should be installed on the new operating system with the minimal prior
configuration.

phpMyAdmin
phpMyAdmin is the freeware open source administrative tool for MySQL database in the
control panel. As a portable web application is written by using primarily in PHP, it has
become the most famous MySQL administration tools, especially for the web hosting
services.
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Figure 3.33: phpMyAdmin interface

Communications Interfaces
Hypertext transfer protocol or HTP is the way used to transfer or move the information or
data on the internet. Its original purpose is to provide the process to publish HTML website
pages through the internet.
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Chapter 4
Results
As the end of the project, the website is responsive for all browsers and all devices. The
website can be updated using these functionalities.


People will be get updated information from the university website.



Any new can be noticed from the university website.



Any information can be updated easily



Responsive to all types of browsers and electronic devices.

Fallacies:


The layout cannot be changed using coding because it can own layout.



If somehow any wrong script in PHP file some functionality can be automatically
changed



If anyone hacked the website, he can misuse the website information.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The use of the website has many too positive impacts on education. People are now using
the website to access the unlimited numbers of information and resources in the information
technology.
Hope the project has provided with important information to people. The user-friendly
website should be liked by everyone.
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Appendix A
Software Requirements


cPanel(Control Panel)



Wordpress Premium Theme



Wordpress Premium Addons Plugin



Web Browsers



Adobe Photoshop
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